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ABSTRACT

Photovoltaic (PV) solar power use is increasing globally. The Australian

Capital Territory (ACT), Australia, has legislated a renewable energy target

of 90% by 2020; to reach this target, use of distributed PV solar arrays is

expected to increase. Cloud cover can cause the power output of PV instal-

lations to rapidly increase or decrease, resulting in ACT-wide collective ramp

events. Accurate forecasts of when the ramp events will occur are needed

for electricity providers to plan for these abrupt output changes and ensure

electricity supplies remain stable. This paper categorizes the weather events

that cause changes in the output of rooftop PV arrays in the ACT, providing a

foundation for future PV output forecasting to be based on weather event iden-

tification. This paper identifies city-wide collective ramp events, which occur

when a 60% change in collective PV power output (with respect to the clear

sky potential) is experienced within 60 minutes. We term such events critical

collective ramp events. Throughout the period between January 2012 to July

2014, 34 critical ramp events occurred. Eighteen of these events were positive

collective ramp events, caused most frequently by Australian northwest cloud

bands and radiation fog dissipation. Sixteen negative collective ramp events

were recorded, and were caused most frequently by the passage of cold fronts

and thunderstorms. The categories developed herein will make it possible to

improve short-term solar forecasting methods and enable meteorologists to

contribute to forecasting critical events.
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1. Introduction35

Global use of renewable energies, such as solar power, is increasing. In the decade ending in36

2012, solar photovoltaic (PV) generation expanded by 50% worldwide. By the end of 2012, solar37

PV produced almost 100 TWh of energy globally (IEA 2013). This trend is similarly observed in38

Australia. In 2013, household-scale solar energy generation comprised 1.62% of total Australian39

energy generation, and produced 10.9% of national renewable electricity. Nearly all of this growth40

has come from the accelerated uptake of rooftop PV arrays, which increased in number from 262941

to over 1.2 million between 2007 and 2013 (CEC 2013). This is a long-term trend; solar energy is42

expected to comprise between 11%–30% of Australia’s national generation capacity, and 3%–7%43

of electricity generation, by 2022 (SunWiz 2012).44

Solar PV power generation is primarily dependent on cloud cover. In the absence of clouds,45

power production follows a smooth, predictable diurnal curve as the sun moves across the sky.46

This is known as the PV system’s “clear sky curve” (Engerer and Mills 2014). The presence of47

clouds, however, will disrupt this relationship, resulting in reduced, or in some cases increased,48

power output (see the discussion of “cloud enhancement” in Zehner et al. (2010) and Engerer49

(2015)), compared with the clear sky case. The relationship between electricity generation and50

cloud cover has consequences for both the quantity and quality of electricity generated by a given51

PV system. This is best illustrated with the following examples. Firstly, consider the impact of52

scattered fair weather cumulus clouds. These may temporarily reduce power output on the scale53

of seconds to minutes before skies clear again. From the perspective of the electricity sector, these54

clouds have a negative influence on power quality (as the power generation is unreliable and vari-55

able), but only minimally affect power quantity, as overall conditions are clear and power output56

is at a maximum during most time periods. Another well-suited example is an opaque stratus57
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cloud deck, which reduces power output over the course of several hours (Engerer 2011). In this58

situation, power quantity is greatly reduced, but power quality only decreases minimally as power59

generation is fairly stable. From the perspective of an atmospheric scientist, a clear relationship60

should be readily apparent between the prevailing meteorological conditions and the power output61

of a given PV system; this is a preliminary example of how meteorologists’ understanding of such62

concepts will prove invaluable in the development of weather-based PV forecasts (as discussed in63

Motivation).64

As solar PV generators are added to local electricity networks, the need for grid operators to65

actively respond to cloud-induced changes in PV output grows. Any significant surplus or deficit66

of generation from embedded PV generators must be balanced by a corresponding decrease or67

increase in power—produced by other generating units—or an increase or decrease in local de-68

mand, in order to maintain the supply and demand balance. Ideally, this supply and demand69

settlement will happen well in advance of any significant changes in PV output. An important first70

step in preparing for such changes—for example, by developing relevant forecast algorithms—71

is understanding which meteorological phenomena cause disruptions in solar PV power supply.72

Of particular interest are events which drive a step change in the power quantity produced by a73

large number of PV generators over a short period of time (additionally negatively affecting power74

quality), as such events are most likely to affect power output. However, full climatologies of75

the events that cause changes in PV sytems have not yet been developed. These are necessary if76

forecasts of PV output are to make use of the relationship between meteorological conditions and77

power output (see Motivation for further discussion). Whilst PV output forecasts have traditionally78

been the focus of the machine learning (ML) community, the meteorological community can bring79

expertise and knowledge of connections between changes in cloud cover and solar irradiance, con-80

tributing both to the development of climatologies of weather events involving sudden changes in81
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PV output, and future forecasts of such weather events. The first step in developing such clima-82

tologies is identifying which weather types are associated with ramp events, which provides clear83

motivation for the present manuscript. This study will identify and categorize the meterological84

events that contribute to abrupt changes in PV output at the mesoscale and synoptic scale in the85

city of Canberra, Australian Capital Territory (ACT), Australia (see Figure 1), a city with over 1686

500 embedded small-scale PV systems (as of December 2014).87

a. Literature Review88

The relationship between changes in cloud cover and solar PV power output is well established89

in both observation (Jewell and Unruh 1990) and simulation studies (Engerer 2011). Solar PV90

arrays are sensitive to immediate changes in irradiance. This instantaneous reaction and the often91

abrupt nature of cloud boundaries causes the power output from solar PV to experience step change92

events where power production suddenly increases or decreases. These are referred to as “ramp93

events”; a sudden decrease in daytime cloud cover is termed a positive ramp event, whilst its94

opposite is termed a negative ramp event (Jewell and Unruh 1990).95

The nature of ramp events changes significantly when more than one solar PV site is consid-96

ered, as the diverse spatial distribution of these systems leads to complex interactions with cloud97

boundaries. As such, ramp events have been observed at widely varying geographic and temporal98

scales (Lave et al. 2011; Florita et al. 2013). This concept was first termed “dispersion” by Hoff99

and Perez (2010b), who noted that the change in output between PV sites decreases as a function100

of the separation distance between sites. Dispersion has been investigated by several complimen-101

tary studies, each examining different scales. Murata et al. (2009) first examined dispersion at102

the spatial scale of hundreds of kilometers using 52 PV generators in Japan. The magnitude of103

power output change is less for a group of these dispersed or “distributed” systems than for an104
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individual system; the change in power output between individual systems more than 50 km apart105

was not correlated. With further investigation, it was discovered that geographic dispersion of PV106

generators tends to “smooth” the effect of sudden changes at a specific locality when considering107

generation from the entire collective of PV generators. The concepts of dispersion and smoothing108

were further developed at a much smaller, suburb-scale sensor network by Lave et al. (2011), who109

used eight radiation sites with one-second resolution data and a maximum separation distance of110

2.4 km. For their relatively dense network, they found that changes in radiation were independent111

at resolutions below five minutes, observing clear smoothing effects. Another study (Bing et al.112

2012) investigated correlations at a regional spatial scale (1775 km2) using 71 radiation measure-113

ment stations with ten, five and one minute data resolutions in the Sacramento Municipal Utility114

District (SMUD) in central California. Additionally, cloud speed affects site-to-site correlations:115

faster cloud speeds lead to higher correlations between sites separated by shorter distances (Bing116

et al. 2012; Hoff and Perez 2010a; Lave and Kleissl 2013).117

Broad-scale ramp events, or “collective ramp events”, occur when all of the generators (or radi-118

ation sites) in a given region experience a similar step change in available solar radiation (Jamaly119

et al. 2013; Kleissl 2013). For timescales greater than one minute, the sites affected by a col-120

lective ramp event can be as far apart as 1000 km (Murata et al. 2009). Collective ramp events121

are of greatest interest, as step changes affecting all generators on the scale of minutes and hours122

pose the greatest risk to electricity utilities (Kleissl et al. 2012). If a collective PV ramp event is123

experienced—that is, most PV arrays in a city simultaneously ramp up or ramp down—then the124

impact of distributed PV systems on grid stability is at a maximum during that period. Although125

electrical utilities have managed changes in load following to date, their ability to do so is di-126

minished as PV solar systems increase their network penetration. As solar-based stability issues127

emerge, grid operators will then be left with two choices: halt the installation of distributed solar128
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PV systems, or forecast these changes with enough lead time to actively balance the changes with129

other generation systems available to the network (e.g., natural gas peakers, pumped hydro, etc.)130

(Maisano et al. 2014). This manuscript uses applied meteorological methods to support the sec-131

ond option by categorizing the weather events associated with ramp events; this will allow for the132

future development of event climatologies, and paves the way for developing forecasts of weather133

types that cause ramp events, possibly through automated weather pattern detection (Wong et al.134

2008) or statistical forecasting methods which operate with awareness of the prevailing weather135

pattern (Boland 2015).136

b. Motivation137

Accurate forecasts of the timing and magnitude of collective ramp events, provided well in138

advance of the events themselves, could allow grid operators to adequately prepare for their oc-139

currence. However, to date, very few solar forecasting methods have placed special emphasis140

on collective ramp events, preferring instead to focus on general time series forecasting (Reikard141

2009; İzgi et al. 2012; Marquez et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2013). Whilst Jamaly et al. (2013) an-142

alyze the accuracy of collective ramp event forecasts estimated from satellite and weather station143

solar irradiance data, such information is not always readily available. Furthermore, forecasts ob-144

tained from weather station solar irradiance data—the most globally accessible of the two data145

sources—were least accurate. Of particular interest are the short-term forecast horizons of 0–4146

hours—research into which is dominated by statistical forecasting approaches, such as ML (Shi147

et al. 2011). Yet the approaches discussed in the literature have thus far reduced meteorological148

factors to simple input feature vectors, which have yielded little to no improvement in forecast149

accuracy (Engerer and Wellby 2014). Recently, it has been suggested that collective ramp events150

could be clearly connected to repeatable meteorological phenomena (Engerer and Wellby 2014),151
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and that current methods in ML forecasting could benefit by using categories representing these152

weather events as input feature vectors, rather than using raw data (Engerer 2013). The regularly153

reported (and thus easily accessible) meteorological parameters used for ordinary weather fore-154

casting could be used to form these categories, offering an advantage over the method of Jamaly155

et al. (2013).156

While the literature on solar PV output forecasting recognizes the importance of cloud cover157

(Lorenz et al. 2009), very few studies have examined the relationship between PV output and158

weather events more deeply (Engerer and Wellby 2014). Several studies have noted the impact159

of meteorology on PV generation—for example, Nonnenmacher et al. (2014) find that fog can160

impact PV output readings, and Yang et al. (2014) note that solar irradiance forecast accuracy is161

affected by the meteorological conditions of different seasons. However, minimal research has162

been conducted that attempts to categorize the meteorological phenomena that cause changes in163

PV output. Almost all studies which attempt this restrict themselves to categorizing the basic164

weather type—for example, several studies used symbolic weather categories (such as “sunny”,165

“fair”, and “showers”) from numerical weather prediction (NWP) information to predict PV output166

(Chel and Tiwari 2011; Shi et al. 2011; Detyniecki et al. 2012). Chen et al. (2011) developed this167

work by predicting PV output from individual parameters that reflect changes in weather (such168

as relative humidity and air pressure), although no attempt was made to group the parameters169

according to the weather type that caused them (e.g., a mid-latitude cyclone).170

Almost all research involving weather categorization has so far been limited to localized, sym-171

bolic categorization (such as “sunny” or “rainy”). The exception to this is a small number of172

studies that link synoptic scale marine layer fog, stratus conditions, and frontal activity to PV pro-173

duction (Kleissl et al. 2012; Mathiesen et al. 2013; Jamaly et al. 2013). This paper fills this void174

by categorizing the mesoscale and synoptic scale meteorological events leading to collective ramp175
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events in Canberra, Australia. Additionally, it is hypothesized that creating categories of weather176

events which cause collective ramp events at a given location will allow for great improvements in177

the existing statistical solar forecasting routines. Fluctuations in PV output of the horizon exam-178

ined in this paper are most easily forecast, and thus easily incorporated into forecasting algorithms179

(Kleissl et al. 2012). This could be accomplished, for example, by firstly training an ML algorithm180

to recognize a meteorological phenomenon (i.e., repeatable mesoscale and synoptic scale critical181

ramp event weather types) based on the provided characteristics of the event, and then providing182

that pre-processed information to an ML solar forecasting model via a feature vector. This pro-183

cess could be applied to many regions of the globe where distributed PV systems are affected by184

reoccuring weather types. Once the weather events that affect a given location are known, ML185

algorithms can then be developed to automatically detect such events (Wong et al. 2008).186

Forecasts of ramp events will require much involvement from the meteorological community.187

Weather-based ramp-event forecasts will rely on development of weather-related feature vectors,188

which in turn require the weather events causing ramp events to be initially categorized. This189

provides the basis of this study’s motivation to categorize the meteorological origins of ramp190

events for a given location. Beyond the potential benefits of improving short-term solar forecasts,191

the analysis in itself is novel, and opens several avenues of subsequent research. Could PV systems192

be used to sample atmospheric radiation at much higher spatial frequency than has previously been193

possible (Engerer and Xu 2015)? Could PV system power output be used in the detection and194

characterization of clouds? The union of these meteorological and PV power output datasets has195

interesting implications for the future of applied meteorology that are only now just beginning to196

emerge.197
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c. Structure198

This paper will examine collective ramp events (hereafter referred to as “ramp events”) that199

impact distributed PV arrays on the scale of minutes to hours. We use the term “distributed PV”200

systems to refer to those that produce electricity at or near the point of consumption (e.g., rooftop201

solar) and are geographically dispersed within a given region (Murata et al. 2009). The study will202

use tens to hundreds of data points at the city-scale (a region of approximately 25 km by 35 km) in203

Canberra, Australia. We have selected Canberra as the location of this study as it has legislated a204

renewable energy target of 20% by the year 2020; meeting this target will depend heavily on use of205

solar installations. Canberra has one of the most ambitious renewable energy targets in the world,206

and, as such, the ability of grid operators to actively manage collective ramp events in the region207

is a high priority. The study will focus on identifying city-scale ramp events that occur despite208

the mitigating effect of geographic smoothing; as such, the analysis is restricted to ramp events209

that are experienced collectively across the city. By identifying these city-wide ramp events, it210

is possible to categorize the events according to the mesoscale and synoptic scale meteorological211

phenomena that produced them. A discussion of the origin and nature of the weather patterns that212

caused them will be provided.213

2. Data and Methods214

Two principle analyses were undertaken as part of this study. The first analysis involved iden-215

tifying which dates in the study period were associated with ramp events. The second portion of216

the study consisted of identifying and analyzing the meteorological events responsible for causing217

the ramp events in question.218

The PV data was obtained from PVOutput.org, an open webpage where system owners volun-219

tarily report their power output data and the characteristics of their PV array. This data is publicly220
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available, and as of July 2014 included over 240 sites in the Canberra municipality. The data221

was collected from 2 January 2012 to 17 July 2014 and aggregated to ten minute intervals using222

the sum of total power output normalized to the sum of rated installed capacity. We then iden-223

tified positive and negative 60 minute ramp events by calculating the ramp rate according to the224

method of Lave and Kleissl (2010). Equation (1) presents the ramp rate (RR) calculation (given in225

kWkW−1
p min−1), where PVmeas is the measured PV output (kW ) and PVclr is the clear sky poten-226

tial (kWp). The required clear sky estimate was generated by the KPV methodology developed in227

Engerer and Mills (2014).228

RR =
PVmeast −PVclrt − (PVmeast−60−PVclrt−60)

60min
(1)

229

Ramp events which exceeded a critical threshold of 60% of the clear sky potential within 60230

minutes (equivalent to an average ramp rate of 1% per minute) were identified as “critical ramp231

events” (see Equation (2)) and subjected to further meteorological analysis for categorization.232

| PVmeast −PVmeast−60 |
PVclrt,t−60

> 0.6 (2)

233

The second component of the analysis was undertaken using meteorological data sourced from234

the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM). Data sources for the analysis included weather235

observations from the weather station at the Canberra Airport (BoM station 070351, WMO ID236

94926), NWP output from the BoM Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simulator237

(ACCESS) model, archived mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) charts, and satellite imagery provided238

by the Japanese Meteorological Agency’s geostationary meteorological satellite (GMS) system.239
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These data sources were used to manually identify which weather events were associated with240

each ramp event.241

a. Information Regarding the PV Dataset242

It should be noted that the number of PV sites used to obtain output data increased over the243

course of analysis (see Figure 2); the median number of sites used to analyze a ramp event was244

approximately 92; the minimum number was 21 sites, and the maximum number of sites was245

240. For each ramp event presented, the number of PV sites reporting data at the given time is246

included (number of stations: n = x). The increase in sites was due to growth in the number of247

users actively reporting data to the PVOutput server. We recognize that it is possible that this could248

result in falsely identifying broad-scale ramp events during periods when relatively few sites were249

available—in such cases, the Canberra region could be under-sampled. To account for this, the250

analysis has been reported for both (a) all sites (all n)), and (b) sites where n > 30 (see 1). Table251

1 shows limited difference between the two datasets. Where n < 30, this study only retains the252

events that were produced by mesoscale and synoptic scale meteorological events similar to those253

that caused ramp events later in the dataset (where greater numbers of sites were present). Figure254

2 shows that, despite the increase in reported site numbers with time, this has a limited affect on255

ramp event identification (even when n < 30), as sites are geographically well dispersed for the256

entire period of study.257

3. Results and Discussion258

Thirty-four critical collective ramp events which surpassed the specified ramp rate threshold and259

were caused by repeatable, categorical weather phenomena were identified throughout the period260

of study (with approximately one event occurring each month), 18 of which were positive and261
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16 of which were negative. The weather categories associated with positive and negative ramp262

events are presented below. Table 1 shows the frequency and season of the weather types that263

caused the positive and negative ramp events. Table 2 presents the ramp rates associated with each264

individual ramp event. Overall, the average ramp rates of positive (70.3% of clear sky potential)265

and negative (71.0% of clear sky potential) events are very similar; however, it should be noted266

that when non-reoccurring weather events (the “Other” category) are ignored for both positive and267

negative ramp events, negative ramp events exhibit a slightly stronger ramp rate (positive: 69.9%;268

negative: 74.3% of clear sky potential). Distinct differences between different types of weather269

events causing ramp events are observed (see Table 1), and so each reoccurring weather type is270

discussed next.271

a. Positive Ramp Events272

Eighteen positive ramp events occurred throughout the study period, with the majority of positive273

ramp events occurring prior to solar noon. The weather events that caused positive ramp events274

are discussed below, beginning with the most frequently occurring weather types.275

1) NORTHWEST CLOUD BANDS276

The northwest Australian cloud band frequently occurs in winter, when low-level stratiform277

cloud forms over northwest Australia, stretches across central Australia, and continues to the278

southeast, with cloud height progressively increasing. Cloud bands often extend over 5000 km,279

with a longitudinal length of up to 70o and a latitudinal length of 5–10o. Moisture for the cloud280

band is usually provided by moist, deep convective cloud over the east Indian Ocean (Tapp and281

Barrell 1984; Sturman and Tapper 2005).282
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This paper draws a novel distinction between two types of northwest cloud band, each of which283

induced a different type of ramp event. We term the first type synchronous northwest cloud bands.284

These events occur when the cloud band’s component synoptic features align: the southeastward-285

extending cloud band aligns with clouds generated by isentropic lifting that are associated with286

a low pressure system located off southeastern Australia and its incipient cold front (see Figure287

3). The merging of these two sources of cloud condensate produces a singular, clearly defined288

and well-developed cloud band that extends from the low levels to the mid troposphere (note the289

saturation at 500 hPa level in Figure 4). These well-developed cloud decks are most frequently as-290

sociated with an upper-level trough, which supports surface regions of low pressure in southeastern291

Australia and accelerates the northwest to southeast moisture transport from the cloud band.292

When the resulting opaque cloud deck moves out of the ACT, a positive ramp event occurs.293

There were three such events during the study period; the event from 20 December 2012 is shown294

in Figures 4 and 5. The right-hand image of Figure 4 shows the 500 hPa relative humidity at295

the 00:00 UTC analysis from the ACCESS model, revealing a sudden drying at mid levels as296

the cloud band moves out of southeastern Australia. The cloud band it depicts is characteristically297

uniform, and shows a clear connection between its two synoptic components. This set-up produced298

a sudden, strong ramp event at 00:30 UTC on 20 December 2012; as the cloud band moved out of299

the region, the aggregate power output from 67 PV sites jumped from 7.5% to 95% of clear sky300

capacity in the hour preceding 01:30 UTC (see Table 2).301

In contrast, asynchronous northwest cloud bands (see Figures 6 and 7) occur when the band’s302

synoptic components do not align, producing two distinct, thinner cloud decks that are separated303

by a dry slotted region (Figure 7). Interestingly, this asynchronous cloud band set-up can lead304

to a series of positive and negative ramp events, as the frontal cloud region passes first, followed305

later by the cloud band after a period of clear sky. This occurred on two occasions throughout the306
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study period. The asynchronous event of 15 November 2012 (Figure 5) is presented with MSLP307

charts and satellite imagery in Figure 6, which provides a clear example of this event type. A308

weak front is seen passing through southeastern Australia with relatively thin and scattered cloud309

cover, followed by a trailing cloud band. ACCESS model analysis reveals a disconnect in mid-310

tropospheric moisture, with an associated dry slot between the two features. The overall reduction311

in saturation at 500 hPa, compared to the more vigorous synchronous event, is noteworthy.312

The difference in the overall moisture content and depth of cloud formation is readily apparent313

in Figure 5, which shows the contrast between the passage of the synchronous cloud band on 20314

December 2012 and the asynchronous event on 15 November 2012. The synchronous event shows315

a greater overall reduction in solar radiation receipt, with less than 10% of clear sky equivalent316

power production, and it produces a much stronger positive ramp event when conditions clear317

abruptly (see Table 2). The asynchronous event on 15 November 2012 produces three ramp events318

(two positive and one negative), with the first positive event commencing at 22:30 UTC, and319

the second at 06:30 UTC 16 November 2012. Although only the first positive event meets the320

threshold for a critical event, it is nevertheless interesting to observe this phenomena.321

2) FOG DISSIPATION322

Canberra experiences an average of 46 fog days a year, the majority of which are radiation fog323

events (Fabbian et al. 2007). Radiation fog typically occurs in the morning when light winds324

prevail, nights are clear, and anticylonic conditions are present (Fitzjarrald and Lala 1989; Meyer325

and Lala 1990). All four fog dissipation ramp events occurred between April and August, when326

a high pressure system was centered over either southeast or central Australia. The events are ac-327

companied by a unique signal that is clearly detected by surface-level meteorological instruments:328

a lagged fall in relative humidity, a leading, sudden climb in temperature, and, throughout the329
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event itself, an intensification in wind speed associated with an increase in turbulent mixing (and a330

sudden increase in PV power output). This signal, and the temporal relationship between its con-331

stituent elements, could be incorporated into future forecasts of fog dissipation ramp events. It is332

the signal as a whole that is of interest, rather than quantifying the intricate relationships between333

the parameters (e.g., the exact lag and lead times of each parameter and solar irradiance). Whilst334

changes in certain parameters can be used to predict fog dissipation events, the lead time of such335

forecasts is short. Consequently, we are most interested in quantifying the feature vector ‘signa-336

ture’ of a fog dissipation event, so that this can be incorporated into longer-term ML forecasting337

algorithms.338

We use the ramp event of 17 May 2012 as an example. A favorable set-up exists prior to339

the ramp: wind speeds are minimal and an anticyclone is dominant. These conditions pro-340

mote overnight diabatic cooling. Consequently, the temperature of the prevailing air mass drops341

overnight and low temperatures (0–2oC) are recorded until approximately 21:00 UTC when the342

air mass reaches saturation and radiative fog forms. After sunrise, the ground surface begins to343

warm, producing weak convection which begins the process of low-level mixing and fog dissipa-344

tion. This process is a positive feedback cycle: as more mixing occurs, conditions clear, allowing345

more radiation to arrive at the surface, which further intensifies mixing. Figure 8 shows response346

in collective PV power output (n = 27), which rises very suddenly, with a corresponding sudden347

fall in relative humidity. As the number of sites reporting this event was low (n = 27), additional348

analysis was completed to determine if this event occurred at the local or mesoscale. The wide349

distribution of sites (very similar to Figure 2 (lower panel; left-hand-side)), coupled with the ap-350

pearance of the ramp event signal in the geographically dispersed stations (see 8), shows that the351

ramp event occurred across the Canberra region, and is a mesoscale event.352
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Because radiative fog formation is dependent on diurnal heating, it is very likely positive fog353

dissipation ramp events will occur in the morning. Importantly, these events will not take place354

overnight, and so PV output will always be affected. Radiation fog dissipation is “fixed” tempo-355

rally, contributing to the high frequency of radiative fog dissipation positive ramp event observa-356

tions. We also note that the strength of this ramp event type can be diminished in the presence of357

upper-level cloud, which reduces the intensity of incoming radiation. Both of these points should358

be incorporated into any future feature vectors developed for radiation fog dissipation.359

3) EASTERLY DIPS AND EAST COAST LOWS360

As easterly dips and east coast lows originate under similar conditions, they are discussed here361

in tandem. Easterly dips may develop either onshore or offshore. The former develop when the362

quasi-stationary easterly trough (discussed in greater detail in the next sub-section), located to the363

east of the Great Dividing Range, moves eastward and is either accompanied by a surface cut-off364

low or by upper-level northwesterlies ahead of a shortwave. Offshore easterly dips occur when365

a quasi-stationary trough lies parallel with the east Australian coast, and is accompanied either366

by an advancing shortwave, or a 500 hPa cut-off low (Speer and Geerts 1994). Occasionally, an367

offshore easterly dip may develop into an east coast low. An east coast low is a particular category368

of extratropical cyclone that develops offshore within 500 km of the east Australian coast, between369

20o and 40o south. They must display a degree of meridional movement throughout their lifetime,370

and possess a pressure gradient of at least 4 hPa (100 km)−1 (Holland et al. 1987; Hopkins and371

Holland 1997). Throughout the period of study, one easterly dip and two east coast lows produced372

morning positive ramp events; these types of events produce low- to mid-strength ramp events (see373

Table 2).374
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We present the easterly dip positive ramp event on 2 February 2013 in Figure 9, which shows375

conditions as the ramp began at 00:00 UTC. The right-hand satellite image shows that a rapid de-376

crease in cloud cover, connected with the easterly dip which is moving further offshore as cyclo-377

genesis intensifies, will soon be experienced over southeastern Australia. The left-hand thickness378

chart shows a distinct shortwave feature over the Victorian and New South Wales coasts, increas-379

ing cyclonic vorticity and enabling the surface low to deepen. The ramp event occurred as the380

offshore low pressure system and its associated cloud moved eastward.381

4) EASTERLY TROUGH382

The easterly trough (or “Queensland trough”) is a semi-permanent shallow region of low pres-383

sure that stretches meridionally in parallel with, and approximately 700 km inland from, the east384

coast of Australia. The easterly trough forms in response to (a) orography, (b) diurnal heating, and385

(c) the baroclinic zone originating from the contrasting temperatures of the land surface and the386

oceanic East Australian Current. It is often observed in summer, when maximum daytime heating387

occurs. The easterly trough divides moist, maritime air from dry, continental air. As surface heat-388

ing increases throughout the day, mixing of the lower troposphere also increases, and the surface389

air to the west of the trough dries. As the trough deepens it moves eastward; this often prompts390

afternoon showers and thunderstorms (Adams 1986).391

Throughout the period of study, three easterly trough positive ramp events were observed, all392

of which occurred in February (late summer). Two of these ramp events occurred solely as a393

consequence of changes in cloud produced by the easterly trough. One such trough occurred on394

10 February 2012, as convective cloud generated by the easterly trough passed over the ACT,395

producing both a negative (04:00 UTC) and positive (05:00 UTC) ramp event (see Figure 10).396
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Weaker easterly troughs that do not stretch meridionally from Queensland through to Victoria397

may still produce ramp events when in conjunction with other meteorological phenomena. One398

example occurred on 11 February 2014, when a decaying cold front (located over the Tasman Sea)399

fed moisture into the anticyclonic flow of a high pressure system, located off the east Australian400

coast (see Figure 11). The steep 850 hPa moisture gradient between the maritime air and the dry401

continental air (associated with a weakly developed easterly trough located in inland New South402

Wales), produced shallow convection. The moisture gradient is only visible at 850 hPa, as the403

weak easterly trough and the decaying cold front are both shallow features (see Figure 11). A lack404

of upper-level support produced localized, low-level cloud over the ACT. The positive ramp event405

occurred as the moisture gradient moved eastwards, in response to both the cold front decaying,406

and surface heating increasing. Because this ramp event was not due solely to an easterly trough,407

but by factors additional to diurnal heating, the event occurred in the morning.408

5) COLD FRONTS409

Cold fronts affecting southern Australia differ from those elsewhere in the world. Firstly, they410

are often associated with prefrontal troughs that migrate ahead of the front, which may be cou-411

pled with a cold change (see Negative ramp events: cold fronts for a more detailed discussion)412

(Hanstrum et al. 1990). Secondly, the cold fronts tend to lack upper-level baroclinicity; thirdly, the413

cold fronts interact with other low-latitude phenomena in various ways (an example of which is414

the northwest cloud band, in which the cold front interacts with a continental low pressure trough)415

(Sturman and Tapper 2005).416

Although only one cold front (13 September 2012) produced a positive critical ramp event during417

the period of study, it is included here due to the high frequency with which cold fronts occur in418

southeast Australia, and the subsequent likelihood of repetition, as well as the relative ramp rate419
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strength it exhibited (77.8% of clear sky capacity—see Table 2). The cold front occurred on 13420

September 2012, and produced a strong positive ramp event when the cloud associated with the421

front moved eastward. Figure 12 depicts conditions prior to the ramp event, which commenced at422

02:00 UTC. The pre-frontal trough typical of Australian cold fronts is observed in the MSLP chart.423

Figure 13 provides further insight, with the collective power output (n = 38) showing a sudden424

increase in PV output associated with the passage of the thick cloud deck. The arrival of the front at425

00:00 UTC is clear, with a drop in temperature and shift in wind direction. Temperatures rebound426

when the cloud clears a few hours later, before falling due to post-frontal cold air advection.427

It is possible that, despite their frequent passage across southeast Australia, few mid-latitude428

cyclones result in positive ramp events due to the tendency of the associated cold fronts to make429

landfall with the southeast Australian coast in the afternoon and evening (Physick 1988). This430

situation would ordinarily cause cloud to clear overnight, as the resulting up-shear cloud usually431

trails behind the surface front (and PV output remains unaffected). However, in this case, the432

blocking high located over the Tasman Sea on 13 September 2012 slowed the eastward movement433

of the cold front, enabling the midday ramp event.434

b. Negative Ramp Events435

A total of 16 collective negative ramp events surpassing the specified ramp rate threshold were436

identified throughout the period of study, and placed into three categories: cold fronts, thunder-437

storms, and northwest cloud bands. Eleven of these were experienced in the afternoon. Table 1(b)438

shows the frequency and season of the weather types that produced the negative ramp events. Each439

weather category is discussed below, beginning with the most frequently occurring weather type.440
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1) COLD FRONTS441

There were four instances in which cold fronts resulted in negative ramp events throughout the442

period of study. The predominantly observed weather pattern was a surface anticyclone over the443

Tasman Sea, which produced northerly flow ahead of the cold front, and which then generated444

northwesterly flow as the front (and the coinciding ramp event) approached. This is exemplified445

by the event presented in Figure 14, which shows a negative ramp event (n = 148) on 13 October446

2013.447

The particular characteristics of southern Australian cold fronts were discussed in Positive ramp448

events: cold fronts. Fronts in the Australian region are often associated with pre-frontal troughs,449

which migrate at the surface ahead of a mid-latitude system. Pre-frontal troughs embedded in450

westward flow are known as “westerly troughs”, and are often associated with a cold front stretch-451

ing northwards from the Southern Ocean. Westerly pre-frontal troughs can develop into deep452

baroclinic systems, and often produce a moderate cool change ahead of an approaching front453

(Hanstrum et al. 1990; Sturman and Tapper 2005). Figure 15 shows a well-developed westerly454

trough with a weak pre-frontal cloud band.455

Negative ramp events induced by cold fronts were typically associated with either a pre-frontal456

westerly trough, or a secondary cold front (located to the west, behind the first cold front). Con-457

sequently, such ramp events were initiated by low- to mid-level cloud produced by surface con-458

vergence along the pre-frontal trough, and then maintained by deeper, stratiform cloud layers459

developing up-shear of the following cold front, producing zonally broad cloud decks (see Figure460

15). Given the observed climatological tendency for fronts with broad cloud decks to arrive in the461

late afternoon, overall PV output was likely to remain low after a ramp event occurred, as cloud462

would not pass until after nightfall. The predisposition of cold fronts to arrive in the afternoon463
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or evening was discussed in the section Positive ramp events: cold fronts (Physick 1988). All464

recorded negative cold front ramp events occurred after midday.465

2) THUNDERSTORMS466

Thunderstorms occur when the atmosphere undergoes rapid destablisation via convection; the467

cause of this destablisation varies geographically across Australia. Whilst storms in northern Aus-468

tralia often develop as a result of intense surface heating, southeast Australian summer storms469

may result from westerly cool changes or from warm, moist flow into surface troughs. In win-470

ter, storms are primarily associated with the passage of cold fronts (Sturman and Tapper 2005;471

Australian Bureau of Meteorology 2014). Four thunderstorm-induced ramp events were observed,472

which produced distinct signals in the collective PV power output and meteorological records.473

The most notable event was the negative ramp event (n = 234) that occurred on 19 February 2014,474

and which was generated by the arrival of thunderstorm anvil downshear at 00:30 UTC. It was fol-475

lowed by a continued drop in PV power production to levels less than 10% of clear sky potential.476

Thereafter, an initial fall in surface pressure and then a pronounced rebound (along with a drop in477

temperature) occurred with the arrival of the cold pool and mesohigh, indicated clearly by the ris-478

ing pressure in the bottom panel of Figure 16, as well as the increased wind speed, shifting wind479

direction, and falling temperature, which coincide with the arriving gust front and occur within480

the space of several hours. This cold pool and mesohigh signal differentiates thunderstorm events481

from other low pressure events (Engerer et al. 2008), and is clearly present in Figure 16. This is482

followed by an extended period of reduced power output.483

Further investigation into the meteorological origins of the thunderstorm responsible for this484

event revealed a weak surface low moving into an embedded easterly trough. This is apparent485

in Figure 17, which shows conditions at 00:00 UTC, approximately 30 minutes prior to the neg-486
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ative ramp event. The ramp event coincides with advection of the thunderstorm anvil from the487

northwest, seen clearly in the right-hand image of Figure 17.488

3) NORTHWEST CLOUD BAND489

Three synchronous northwest cloud bands contributed to negative ramp events throughout the490

period of study. In each case, the northwest cloud band was connected to a mid-latitude cyclone491

in the southeast as a single, broad cloud feature. A negative ramp event may occur if the forward492

boundary of this cloud band is homogeneous and sufficiently opaque, or if thin, high-level clouds493

precede a thicker, suddenly arriving stratus deck. Figure 18 shows the changes in PV output ac-494

companying the latter event type; thin clouds are present before incoming radiation is suddenly495

reduced with the arrival of a thicker layer of cloud. An exemplary event occurred on 9 December496

2013, when a departure from clear sky potential was apparent prior to the ramp event, indicating497

the presence of thin, upper-level clouds. These features are apparent in the satellite image pre-498

sented in Figure 19. A thicker layer of cloud arrives at approximately 03:00 UTC, accompanied499

by a sudden reduction in collective PV power output (n = 188). The 500 hPa relative humidity500

analysis from the ACCESS model in Figure 19 shows an area of increased mid-level moisture501

content. This is further supported by the apparent thickening of cloud in the satellite image from502

00:00 UTC.503

c. Further Discussion504

When presenting and categorizing the meteorological phenomena that cause critical ramp events,505

it is a natural follow-on investigation to identify how often these categorized events occurred but506

did not cause a critical ramp event. It is beyond the scope of this research to develop a climatol-507

ogy of these events to determine how critical and non-critical events differ, but this would be a508
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useful counterpart to the current study. There should be a future focus on the distinction between509

non-critical and critical events in each category. Undertaking this analysis requires a climatol-510

ogy of the location of interest to have been developed previously; many of the weather categories511

discussed in this paper have not yet been formally studied in the ACT region, which makes con-512

ducting such an analysis difficult. Despite this limitation, some insights may be gathered from513

a basic analysis on weather types that have been examined in the ACT. Consider that there are,514

on average, 46 radiation fog events in Canberra annually (Fabbian et al. 2007), with only four of515

these events exceeding the critical threshold in an 18 month period. Even if the study period had516

uncharacteristically low numbers of fog events, this would still represent only a small portion of517

the observed fog events. This suggests that there are several factors which drive the rate of fog518

dissipation locally that warrant further investigation. For example, the geographic dispersion of519

sites likely plays an important role—in order for a critical ramp event to occur, fog must be both520

widespread and dissipating rapidly over the majority of monitored sites. Another point is that fog521

may dissipate more slowly in the presence of other layers of cloud, meaning that not all fog events522

result in rapid, widespread dissipation events.523

This type of analysis carries over into the other categories. For example, thunderstorms are524

another weather type for which information, although somewhat coarse, is available in the ACT.525

On average, the ACT experiences approximately 20 thunder-days annually (Kuleshov et al. 2002).526

Four thunderstorm-induced critical ramp events were recorded over this 30 month study, which527

suggests that approximately 10% of thunderstorm events in the ACT result in critical ramp events.528

As little detail exists on different thunderstorm types affecting the ACT, it is difficult to posit why529

some thunderstorm events results in critical ramp events whilst others do not; a more extensive530

climatology of the ACT region needs to be developed before this relationship can be understood.531

Once this climatology is developed, further questions can be asked about this, and other, weather532
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types. Perhaps only thunderstorm events with very little pre-existing cloud cover lead to critical533

ramp events. Perhaps the presence of thin upper-level clouds reduces the impact of an approaching534

cold front. There are many avenues for future investigation, which would be valuable to pursue.535

But the absence of these answers in the present study does not detract from the value of firstly536

identifying the weather events that cause the critical ramp events, for without this initial analysis,537

the follow-on questions could not be posed, and neither could ML algorithms to forecast ramp538

events be developed that rely on pre-categorization of weather types (e.g., Wong et al. (2008))539

Another important factor determining whether one of the categorized weather events results in540

a ramp event is the time of day in which it occurs. Several features, such as easterly troughs and541

fog dissipation, are restricted to daytime occurrence, due to their dependence on diurnal heating.542

However, events such as east coast lows and cold fronts may occur at any time. These weather543

types only result in ramp events when they produce sudden cloud cover changes during the day. For544

example, the cold front that induced a positive ramp event on 13 September 2012 occurred because545

a blocking high slowed its eastward progress, allowing a departure from the climatological average546

of late afternoon and evening arrivals. We also observe a bias for positive critical ramp events to547

occur in the morning, and negative ramp events to occur in the afternoon and evening.548

There is value in discussing the differences in ramp rates—that is, how quickly a ramp event549

occurs—between the different categories. Whilst all ramp events surpassed the required threshold550

of 60% change in PV power output within 60 minutes, with respect to the clear sky potential,551

the ramp rates varied according to weather type (see Tables 1–3). For example, the ramp rates552

associated with passing thunderstorms (77.0% of clear sky potential within 60 minutes) tended to553

be higher than those associated with fog dissipation events (64.1% of clear sky potential within554

60 minutes), and synchronous northwest cloud band ramp events exhibited higher ramp rates than555

asynchronous events. This seems to suggest a direct relationship between increased cloud opacity556
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and increased collective ramp rate. This reflects the time taken for each ramp event to occur—for557

example, fog dissipation events happen less quickly than thunderstorm ramp events. Differences558

in ramp rates additionally seem to suggest a direct relationship between increased cloud opacity559

and increased collective ramp rate. Differences between ramp rates measured as a percentage of560

clear sky potential and as a change in PV output are occasionally visible (e.g., fog dissipation has561

a slightly higher percentage of clear sky ramp rate (64.1%) than easterly dips and east coast lows562

(62.6%), whilst its change in PV output (0.374 kWkW−1
p ) is less than that of easterly dips and east563

coast lows (0.417 kWkW−1
p )—see Table 1). This can be attributed to the time of day at which the564

ramp events occur. For example, the change in PV output is less for fog dissipation ramp events565

as they typically occur in the morning, when the potential for PV generational output is minimal.566

Finally, there were several events which produced critical ramp events, but that were not caused567

by phenomena which were deemed repeatable or able to be categorized (see “Other” in Table568

1). These were mostly caused by upper-level cloud features whose origins are challenging to569

define, and were attributed to unique events such as the sudden dissipation of cloud under a low-570

level inversion. These events were not assigned categories as they occurred infrequently and were571

difficult to categorize (see the “Other” category in Tables 1–3). As methods for automatically572

forecasting ramp events are likely to originate from systems that require prior categorization of the573

weather events of interest (e.g., Wong et al. (2008)), the imperative to understand non-repeating574

events is not as strong. That said, future follow-on work over longer time periods may conclude575

that these features should be included in the local climatology’s ramp event categorizations, but it576

is believed that doing so at this juncture would be premature.577
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4. Conclusions578

This study has identified the meteorological origins of critical PV ramp events in the ACT region579

in southeastern Australia. We have proposed categories for these events based on an analysis of580

the phenomena that caused them. The categorization was completed with the premise in mind that581

the basic components of each of these events are repeatable and therefore the categories are useful582

in applied meteorological methods. There are two primary areas in which these research results583

are particularly useful.584

Firstly, it has been demonstrated that the critical ramp events that occur in a region may be quite585

easily connected to repeatable meteorological phenomena. This suggests that future work should586

repeat this effort in other regions where high penetrations of distributed PV arrays are present,587

as these are the events most likely to cause widespread supply–demand balancing problems on588

the electrical grid. This could potentially increase the role of the local or regional meteorological589

authorities, who could serve as consultants to the energy industry, informing them of the likelihood590

of these events. Thereby, this paper provides a foundation on which PV ramp event forecasts can be591

issued based on more traditional meteorological avenues (e.g., from a forecaster interpreting model592

output), rather than by (or in addition to) automated routines, which is the focus of modern research593

and current practice. The reader is invited to consider that “ramp event warnings” issued by an594

operational meteorologist to an energy market with very high penetrations of distributed PV could595

very valuable to entities involved in spot market trading. That said, once these meteorological596

events are categorized, the possibility of automatic ramp event detection becomes feasible (e.g.,597

Wong et al. (2008)). Whilst such methods may initially be restricted to locations with repeating598

synoptic features, the development of such ML algorithms will likely allow for future development599

of forecasting algorithms that detect non-repeating weather types.600
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Secondly, it was originally hypothesized that this approach would provide possible avenues to601

address key weaknesses in current solar forecasting methodologies through automated weather602

categorization. That the ramp events identified were most often connected to repeatable synoptic603

and mesoscale meteorological events makes future work in this area more promising. For example,604

these findings could be used in short-term (< 4 hours) statistical methods, which have yet to605

properly leverage meteorological data in their forecasting routines (e.g., pre-processed feature606

vectors). Having identified that major, long-lived cloud features are often responsible for critical607

collective ramp events (e.g., northwest cloud bands, thunderstorm anvils), it is proposed that this608

may also be true for medium-term methods (4–8 hours) which rely on satellite imagery, as well as609

long term (> 8 hours) methodologies relying on numerical weather models.610

A summary of the conclusions within the direct context of this paper alone is also relevant. We611

have discovered that the phenomena which produce critical collective ramp events in the ACT612

occur at the synoptic scale and mesoscale. These events include: cloud bands associated with cold613

fronts; easterly dips, lows, and easterly troughs; the rapid dissipation of radiation fog; the Aus-614

tralian northwest cloud band; and thunderstorms. Radiation fog events provide additional intrigue,615

as Canberra is particularly susceptible to this type of event. This suggests that local climatology616

is quite important when categorizing these events (supporting the conclusions of Boland (2015))617

and that repeating this analysis in other cities would be useful. Secondly, there are some events,618

such as asynchronous northwest cloud bands and thunderstorms events, that can produce multiple619

negative and positive critical collective ramp events on the same day. Next, it has been found that620

critical ramp events occur when a rapid transition is made from clear skies to opaque cloud, and621

vice versa—as well as when thin cloud becomes opaque cloud, and vice versa.622

Future work in this area will focus on discerning the characteristics that produce critical ramp623

events, and those that do not, for each meteorological category identified in this study. We also624
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intend to repeat this analysis in other capital cities in Australia, to discern the importance of lo-625

cal climatology on the categories presented. The authors are hopeful that similar work will be626

undertaken on this topic both in regional Australia and internationally. Further research aims to627

develop automated detection routines for the critical events detailed herein, so that they might be628

included as more useful inputs to modern statistical forecasting methods (e.g., as feature vectors629

to ML algorithms).630
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TABLE 1. This table presents the different weather types that produced (a) positive ramp events and (b)

negative ramp events in the ACT between January 2012 and July 2014. The frequency of ramp events induced by

the given weather type is provided for both (a) all observed ramp events regardless of the number of observation

sites (n), and (b) all ramp events when (n > 30). This accounts for any potential bias due to the increase in

the number of sites throughout the study period. The minimal difference between the columns shows that site

number appears to have little impact on results, although this can only be determined with certainty with a longer

time series. The average ramp event is quantified for each event type, both as a percentage of clear sky potential

exceeded within 60 minutes and as change in PV output (kWkW−1
p ) (see Equations (1) and (2)). The season that

each weather event occurred in is also listed.

767

768

769

770

771

772

773

774

775

(a) Positive Ramp Events

Weather event Frequency (all n) Frequency (n > 30) Season % of clear sky kWkW−1
p

Northwest cloud band 5 4 November–March 74.5 0.526

Fog dissipation 4 2 April–August 64.1 0.374

Easterly dips and east coast lows 3 3 Dips: February 62.6 0.417

Lows: May–June

Easterly trough 3 1 February 70.5 0.505

Cold front 1 0 September 77.8 0.423

Other 2 2 Various 72.1 0.388

Total 18 13 69.6 0.446

(b) Negative Ramp Events

Weather event Frequency (all n) Frequency (n > 30) Season % of clear sky kWkW−1
p

Cold front 5 4 February–October 70.5 0.436

Thunderstorm 4 3 February–March; September 81.1 0.532

Northwest cloud band 3 3 November–December 78.4 0.380

Other 4 3 Various 60.8 0.391

Total 16 13 71.7 0.438
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TABLE 2. This table presents the date of each positive ramp event identified in this study. This includes

the weather event type, and the respective ramp quantified by the percentage change in clear sky potential and

change in PV power output (kWkW−1
p ) as experienced over 60 minutes or less (see Equations (1) and (2)). The

number of sites uses in the analysis is also provided as “n”.

776

777

778

779

Date Event type % of clear sky kWkW−1
p n

7/02/2012 Easterly trough 60.7 0.388 22

10/02/2012 Easterly trough 86.7 0.704 22

17/02/2012 Northwest cloud band 78.3 0.607 21

27/04/2012 Fog 66.5 0.364 25

17/05/2012 Fog 65.0 0.413 25

13/09/2012 Cold front 77.8 0.423 38

15/11/2012 Northwest cloud band 81.0 0.520 48

20/12/2012 Northwest cloud band 87.5 0.623 67

2/02/2013 Easterly dip 65.2 0.397 72

31/03/2013 Northwest cloud band 61.3 0.363 92

26/07/2013 Fog 62.9 0.353 117

16/08/2013 Fog 62.0 0.369 126

31/08/2013 Other 81.8 0.490 136

28/10/2013 Other 74.2 0.320 158

28/11/2013 Northwest cloud band 64.5 0.516 183

11/02/2014 Easterly trough 64.1 0.422 191

2/05/2014 East coast low 60.1 0.421 240

15/06/2014 East coast low 62.4 0.432 239
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TABLE 3. As in Table 2, but for negative ramp events.

Date Event type % of clear sky kWkW−1
p n

10/02/2012 Thunderstorm 86.7 0.704 22

1/04/2012 Other 60.2 0.527 25

5/09/2012 Cold front 88.2 0.491 38

18/09/2012 Thunderstorm 86.0 0.616 38

15/11/2012 Northwest cloud band 74.7 0.430 48

24/12/2012 Thunderstorm 77.0 0.263 61

9/02/2013 Cold front 63.7 0.461 69

20/02/2013 Other 60.8 0.399 76

29/04/2013 Cold front 60.7 0.312 96

22/06/2013 Other 61.7 0.377 112

13/10/2013 Cold front 76.7 0.519 148

28/11/2013 Northwest cloud band 82.0 0.400 183

9/12/2013 Northwest cloud band 69.8 0.311 188

19/02/2014 Other 60.5 0.262 234

30/03/2014 Thunderstorm 74.8 0.546 227

28/06/2014 Cold front 63.0 0.396 238
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FIG. 1. On this map of Australia, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) is shown in bold text. The city of

Canberra is located in the northern region of the ACT.
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FIG. 2. The top image shows the total number of PV sites in Canberra available and used for analysis over

time, beginning with 2 January 2012 and ending with 17 July 2014. The bottom image shows the geographic

dispersion of sites across the ACT for 1 June 2012 (left; n = 27), 1 June 2013 (middle; n = 115), and 1 June 2014

(right; n = 220). As n increases with time, the spread of sites remains relatively constant throughout the period of

analysis; the area of analysis increases from approximately 700 km2 at the beginning of 2012 to approximately

800 km2 in mid-2014. This shows that, even when n < 30, ramp events are caused by city-wide, mesoscale or

synoptic scale events.
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FIG. 3. These MSLP charts show conditions on 20 December 2012, when a positive ramp event was expe-

rienced over the ACT at approximately 23:10 UTC. The left-hand figure shows conditions at 00:00 UTC, and

the right-hand figure shows conditions at 06:00 UTC. These charts show that the synoptic surface features com-

prizing the northwest cloud band (the continental trough and cold front) are closely aligned. This becomes more

pronounced as the ramp event occurs, exhibited in the well-aligned features after the ramp event has concluded.

Images from the BoM.
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FIG. 4. These two images show conditions at approximately 00:00 UTC on 20 December 2012, the time at

which a positive ramp event commenced over the ACT. The left-hand satellite image reveals the cloud band as

it moves out of southeastern Australia (23:10 UTC). The right-hand image shows the 500 hPa humidity (%)

analysis time step from the BoM ACCESS model. Images from the BoM.
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FIG. 5. These two images show the measured collective power output in kWkW−1
p (n = 48 and n = 67, respec-

tively) and clear sky power output (kWkW−1
p ) of the available PV sites during positive ramp events associated

with northwest cloud bands. The left-hand image shows the synchronous event at 23:10 UTC on 20 December

2012 (bounded by the red vertical lines). The right-hand image shows the asynchronous event at 22:10 UTC on

15 November 2012 (bounded by the red vertical lines), caused by the passage of frontal cloud; additionally, both

a (critical) negative and a (non-critical) positive ramp event are observed in the afternoon of this day (at 04:00

UTC and 06:00 UTC) as the northwest cloud band passes. The black broken line indicates midday.
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FIG. 6. These charts show conditions on 15 November 2012, when the ACT underwent two positive ramp

events due to the passage of an asynchronous northwest cloud band. The left hand images depict conditions at

00:00 UTC when cloud associated with the leading cold front leaves the region. The right hand images show

conditions at 06:00 UTC when the arriving cloud band obscures the study area. Images from the BoM.
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FIG. 7. Relative humidity (%) on 15 November 2012 at 00:00 UTC for the 500 hPa level, as determined by

the ACCESS model initialisation. Image from the BoM.
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FIG. 8. This figure shows the fog dissipation positive critical ramp event (bounded by the red vertical lines

and occurs at 00:00 UTC) of 17 May 2012 using data reported from a collective of 27 individual sites. Provided

is the collective power output (kWkW−1
p ), clear sky power output (kWkW−1

p ), relative humidity (%), wind speed

(m s−1) and temperature (oC) plotted against UTC time-stamps. The black broken line indicates midday. The

gray lines show the PV output from each of the geographically dispersed 27 sites; the majority of sites exhibit

the ramp event signal, which indicates that the fog event was a mesoscale event.
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FIG. 9. This figure shows conditions on 2 February 2013 at 00:00 UTC. The 1000–500 hPa thickness chart

shows 1000 hPa isohypes in black and 500 hPa isohypes in dashed blue. Images from the BoM.
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FIG. 10. This figure shows the negative (04:00 UTC) and positive (04:50 UTC–bounded by the red vertical

lines) ramp events of 10 February 2012, caused by the passage of convective cloud generated by an easterly

trough. The event was determined using data reported from a collective of 22 individual sites. Provided is the

collective power output (in kWkW−1
p ) and clear sky potential power output (in kWkW−1

p ) plotted against UTC

time-stamps. The black broken line indicates midday.
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FIG. 11. This image shows the 00:00 UTC ACCESS model 850 hPa relative humidity (%) analysis on 11

February 2014. This figure reveals a sharp moisture gradient at low levels dividing the continental and maritime

air masses, centered above the easterly surface trough. Image from the BoM.
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FIG. 12. These images show synoptic conditions on 13 September 2012 at (left) 00:00 UTC and (right) 00:30

UTC). Images from the BoM.
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FIG. 13. This chart shows the PV output and meteorological observations associated with the collective

positive ramp event that occurred on 13 September 2012 (beginning at 01:50 UTC and bounded by the red

vertical lines; the black broken line indicates midday). The upper panel shows PV output and clear sky potential

(kWkW−1
p ) in black (n = 38) and blue, respectively, along with the ambient temperature (oC) in red . The second

panel presents the observed wind speed (black) and direction (gray). The passage of a cold front is apparent just

after 23:00 UTC when a sudden drop in temperature and shift in wind speed is observed. This is followed by a

positive ramp event at 01:50 UTC, and a rebound in temperature associated with the clearing cloud.
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FIG. 14. This chart shows the measured collective PV output (black, kWkW−1
p ) (n = 148) and clear sky

potential (blue, kWkW−1
p ) from a negative ramp event associated with a cold-front on 13 October 2013 (upper

panel); the ramp event began at 04:40 UTC and is bounded by the red vertical lines, and the black dashed line

indicates midday. Selected observations are presented in the second panel, which shows wind speed (km h−1)

in black and wind direction (degrees) in gray.
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FIG. 15. The left-hand MSLP chart shows conditions on 13 October 2013 at 06:00 UTC, an hour after a

cold-front induced negative ramp event commenced. The corresponding satellite image shows conditions for

05:30 UTC. These images show how the cold front and pre-frontal trough can produce a singular broad cloud

deck that produces sudden, long-lasting reductions in PV power output. Images from the BoM.
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FIG. 16. This chart shows the PV output and meteorological observations associated with the collective

negative ramp event (n = 234) that occurred on 19 February 2014 (the ramp event begins at 00:50 UTC and is

bounded by the vertical red lines; midday is shown by the black dashed line). The upper panel shows PV output

(in kWkW−1
p ) and clear sky potential (kWkW−1

p ) in black and blue, respectively. The second panel presents the

observed wind speed (black) and direction (gray), with the third showing the station-level pressure (hPa—blue)

and temperature (oC—red). A distinct mesohigh signal is apparent with the thunderstorm’s passage, providing

strong indications that the negative ramp event was caused by cloud from the thunderstorm anvil.
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FIG. 17. These images, obtained from the BoM, show conditions on 19 February 2014. Left: The MSLP

chart shows a meridional easterly trough with an approaching surface low, clearly providing the forcing mecha-

nism required for initiating convection. Right: This satellite image shows the anvil cloud from an approaching

convective storm being advected over the ACT region from the northwest.
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FIG. 18. Collective PV power output (n = 188) from 9 December 2013 when a northwest cloud band event

caused a negative ramp event (indicated by the vertical red lines) in the ACT region. The ramp begins at 02:50

UTC; the collective power output (in kWkW−1
p ) is represented with the black line and the clear sky potential (in

kWkW−1
p ) with the blue. The black dashed line indicates midday
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FIG. 19. At left, the 00:00 UTC analysis from the ACCESS model shows relative humidity (%) at 500 hPa.

At right, the satellite image from 00:30 UTC. The model analysis and satellite image reveal a thick layer of mid-

level cloud, following a thinner layer to the east. This thicker mid-level cloud was responsible for the negative

ramp event.
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